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INTRODUCTION
Business process and business process management (BPM) concepts have matured over
the years and new technology, concepts, standards and solutions appear. In this chapter
we will therefore focus on the current and future process trends. We will elaborate on the
importance of trends, the maturity of the subject, giving a perspective on what emerging
trends, industry trends, mega trends are, what is hyped at the moment, and what has
reached a market adoption where it has started to become the de facto standard in terms
of mega trends that has achieved a dominant position by public acceptance.

THE IMPORTANCE OF TRENDS
A trend is defined as a general direction in which something is developing or changing.1 Trends involve looking at the statistical analysis of historical data over a
selected time frame and charting the progression. If the data suggest consistent
The Complete Business Process Handbook. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-799959-3.00011-2
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increases, decreases, or even constancy or flatness, a trend exists. Businesses of all
sizes use these kinds of data to help predict the future or shape strategic decisions.
So why are trends important? Because trends help you prepare for the future!
From a business perspective, there are three main types of trend: emerging, industry,
and mega trends. If organizations ignore any of them, the business drivers or trends
may eventually evolve to become a direct threat to their existing business model. If
embraced, they hold the key for the next opportunity for growth.
For example, business processes has matured over a decade into a management discipline that treats processes as assets that directly contribute to enterprise performance by driving operational excellence and business process agility.
Today, business processes has become an essential source of performance that supports business success, some of which are:
  
•	Optimizing the performance of end-to-end business processes that span functions as well as processes that might extend beyond the enterprise to include
partners, suppliers, and customers (the value chain).
•	Making the business processes visible (and thus explicit) to business and
information technology (IT) constituents through business process modeling,
monitoring, and optimization/simulation.
•	Keeping the business process model in sync with process execution and empowering business users and analysts to use the model to improve process performance and outcomes.
•	Enabling the effective integration of process activities, business measurements,
rule management, content integration, and greater collaboration to set the base
for continuous improvement.
•	Enabling rapid iterations of processes and underlying systems for continuous
process improvement and optimization.
•	Delivering measurable improvement to enterprise performance that directly
contributes to organizational success and competitive advantage.
•	BPM is just one approach to the larger challenge known as business process
improvement (BPI). Other approaches to BPI include business process re-engineering (BPR) and business process automation.
  
Hence, both executives and practitioners are focusing on process trends to
gain a competitive advantage by being the early adopter. Our focus is on process
mega trends and emerging trends as the driving force that will change how organizations work with and apply these trends successfully to their process landscape
in order to gain a competitive advantage in the future.

MATURITY OF THE SUBJECT
The adoption of trends is tightly connected to the maturity. The rise of business
process engineering and re-engineering results from a paradigm shift2 that has
already occurred by moving away from the previous function-oriented management practices. The new focus is now more towards practices that focus on
customer value. The result of this shift also necessitated consideration of the

Mega Trends

enterprise strategy, structure, and culture that are required to support the new
infrastructure.
According to a survey done by PriceWaterhouseCoopers AG,3 organizations are
critically aware of the importance of BPM to the future success of their business.
To remain competitive, senior executives have identified the importance of the
continuous optimization of business processes in terms of quality and efficiency
for their administrative and production business processes4 while retaining the
differentiation among core competitive, core differentiating, and non-core processes. The survey found that many of these executives believed that their business
would no longer exist in as little as 10 years if efforts to continuously improve and
optimize their business processes were not pursued. In a similar tone, many of these
executives saw that another key factor to the success of an organization is the collection and analysis of appropriate key process performance indicators.
Often when a trend emerges and the maturity is low, early adoption investors take
advantage of the opportunity and develop unique leading solutions. Such practices from
the leaders are called leading practices. Leading practices define and strengthen competitive advantage, innovation, and efficiency in the core differentiating competencies with a
focus on the revenue model and value model. They are called the out-performers and are
the first to take advantage of the new emerging trends and thereby outperform the market.
When a trend is in its early hype stages and become more mature, industry leaders adopt, invest, and develop industry practices to out-compete their peers. This is
called industry adoption. Industry practices improve competitive parity and standardize core competitive competencies with a focus on performance models and service
models. They are called industry leaders because they have the advantage of emerging
trends and outperform the majority of the competition in their respective markets.
Finally, as the trend matures with wide adoption and years of experience it has
becomes a standard or a best practice. The adoption becomes a best practice when
organizations begin to improve and standardize their non-core competencies that
focuses on the cost model and the operating model. Such organizations are considered followers who take advantage of best practices that are non-core to their business, while gaining the full advantage of trends with low risk and cost.

MEGA TRENDS
Mega trends are changes that are slow to form a tendency, but are likely to affect the
future in all areas in the next 10–15 years, such as globalization, technology, economy, the workforce, demographics, politics, and the environment (Figure 1). Once
in place, mega trends influence a wide range of activities, processes, and perceptions
in businesses, governments, and societies, possibly for decades to come. They are the
underlying forces that drive trends (i.e., aging population).
Process mega trends are already shaping the future. No one should dwell in neither
the past nor the present, and there some trends that will definitely have a significant
impact on how organizations apply and take advantage of processes in the next 10 years.
Both current and future process mega trends have enormous potential and will
definitely change, improve, and revolutionize the future. Business process management
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FIGURE 1
Megatrends as the driver of competitive forces.5

provides the context and best mechanism to achieve the full potential of technology
trends for the next decade. BPM is at the inflection of underlying technologies and
human participants, providing the perfect place to leverage technology trends while
providing a business context.

EMERGING TRENDS
Emerging trends are maturing tendencies driven by mega trends that influence
industry trends at different levels, such as process-driven case management, a technology mega trend and a trend in the insurance industry.
Emerging trends can be illustrated in many ways, e.g., hyper cycles (Gartner),
radar systems (Forrester), mind-map footprints (Frost & Sullivan), usage curves and
product lifecycles (Boston Consulting Group), and underground station lines. Common to all of them is an emphasis on a specific view that misleads the reader; the
most popular one is the annually published Gartner Hyper-Cycle.
For those unfamiliar with these charts, the basic structure starts with a technology trigger near the origin of time and is visibly followed by a quick rise to the
“peak of inflated expectations” that is often driven by a combination of unrealistic
claims by proponents and the hopes of users desperate to believe those claims. The
exaggerated peak of hype is inevitably followed by a crash of popularity into the
so-called “trough of disillusionment.” Many ideas just die here and drop off the
curve, but for others a more realistic set of expectations develops as believers and
early adopters begin to experience measurable benefits. It serves to push the idea
(sometimes with changes) up the “slope of enlightenment.”6 This gradual advance
passes an important point of inflection on the performance S curve known as the
attitude confirmation. The next landmark is crossing a social chasm at another
critical inflection point called the attitude plateau.7 Once an idea successfully

 Early Adoption

FIGURE 2
Process trends, which incorporates trends, actual adoption, performance, and the maturity life
cycle.8

crosses the chasm, it plateaus as a generally recognized productivity concept for
that industry. Some ideas fly quickly along these curves, passing older ideas that
seem to just plod along at a much slower pace.
Hence, we have chosen to illustrate the emerging process trends in a hype trend
model to give an independent and agnostic view of process trends, which incorporates trends, actual adoption, performance, and the maturity life cycle (Figure 2).

PROCESS TRENDS
Based on agnostic and vendor neutral research with the Global University Alliance
and in consensus with their key authorities and leaders, we agreed on the following
emerging process trends (Figure 3) that will influence the future of how organizations will adapt to, work with and apply processes.

EARLY ADOPTION
Trend phase: Pilots to initial
rollout

Market penetration: Low

Maturity: Emerging

Benefit rating: Very high

Investment required: High

Risk: Very high

Characteristic: A potential trend breakthrough kicks things off. Early proof-ofconcept stories and media interest trigger significant publicity. Often no usable
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FIGURE 3
Business process trends.9

 Early Adopter of Process Trends

products exist and commercial viability is unproven. Early publicity produces a
number of success stories—often accompanied by scores of failures. Few organizations take action; many do not.
Trends are less than 5–10 years from mainstream adoption. It requires a high
level of investment and high risk with the potential to deliver core differentiating
aspects.
Business Performance Impact: Early adoption invests to take advantage of the
opportunity and develop LEADing Practices. The LEADing Practices define and
strengthen competitive advantage, innovation, and efficiency in the core differentiating competencies with focus on the revenue model and value model. They are
called the outperformers and are the first to take advantage of the new emerging
trends, and thereby outperform the market.

EARLY ADOPTER OF PROCESS TRENDS
1. E
 xtended Flow Modeling (a part of X-BPMN). The next generation of
BPM will benefit from the evolution of modeling approaches currently being
advanced in architecture and engineering, enhancing a structured way of
thinking, working, and modeling. Learning from other principles enables reuse
of models as well as standardization of various concepts. What is especially relevant is the interlink between process flow, information flow, and service flow.
Organizations realize the need to model the various flows both separately and
together. We already see the first technology enabling such modeling; see example from iGrafx: www.igrafx.com/solutions/business-challenges/process-modeling
2. BPM Ontology. Many BPM and/or process frameworks, methods, and
approaches such as Lean, Six Sigma, BPR (Business Process Reengineering),
TQM (Total Quality Management), Zero Defect, BPMN (Business Process
Modeling Notation), BPMS (Business Process Management Suite) have their
own vocabulary. Each of these vocabularies has its own definition of terms such as
business process, process step, process activity, events, process role, process owner,
process measurement, and process rule. This variety of definitions might hamper
communication. On one hand, the same word might have different meanings in
different frameworks, methods, and approaches (i.e., homonymy). On the other
hand, different words might have the same meaning in various frameworks, methods, and approaches (i.e., synonymy). When communicating, people are often
unaware of homonymy and synonymy and expect the same words to have the
same meaning and different words to have a different meaning, which might lead
to miscommunication among people with different backgrounds (i.e., with training in a different framework, method, or approach). What is needed is a shared
vocabulary (e.g., a folksonomy) that ensures a consistent use of terms. In a weak
interpretation, such a folksonomy could be used as a central ontology to which all
framework, method, and approach vocabularies are mapped to determine which
words have the same and which have a different meaning in different frameworks,
methods, and approaches. In a strong interpretation, such a central ontology
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that defines fundamental process concepts and the relations between them (e.g.,
the ability to define a sequence of process steps) could be used as the reference
vocabulary to describe, document, and structure process knowledge. Both interpretations would profit from a validated reference ontology. Hence, the need for
a BPM ontology that can be applied within the areas of process modeling, process
engineering, and process architecture is clear.
3. Value-Oriented Process Modeling. Often referred to as value-oriented process
design or value delivery modeling (VDML), emerged in an era focused on the
automation and optimization of business processes in the context of established
business organizations. As such, they tended to focus on process flow within
and between organizations, typically within individual lines of business. As the
scope of automation expanded, processes were linked electronically but tended
to preserve existing organizations and relationships, optimizing processes within
lines of business, optimizing processes at an operating level. Value planning,
value identification, value creation, and value realization are not really methods
and approaches used by process teams today. However, advances in technology,
global competition, and continuous business change have increased the need for
business agility with a focus on the creation of customer value and optimization
of business processes across the enterprise. This requires the ability of top management to analyze and guide the design of the business focusing on customer
value, consolidating sharable capabilities, and linking business strategy to business
transformation through a shared understanding of the desired business design and
key objectives. In this area, we also see technology move in this direction, where
VDML has been adopted as an object management group (OMG) modeling
standard and is expected to be available in 2015.
4. Real-time Learning BPM. Organizations around the world struggle to crack
the code for improving the effectiveness of managers, salespeople, scientists,
and others whose jobs consist primarily of interactions with other employees,
customers, and suppliers, and complex decision making based on knowledge
and good judgment. As process and BPM adoption rise in organizations,
enabling processes and continuous improvement around the knowledge workers and similar employees working in complex processes is a new challenge.
Business processes are the heart of an organization and the support of the business processes by application systems is central to each organization. Introducing new applications requires employees to become trained and educated for
them, often by multi-day presence trainings in advance.
When the software is rolled out organization-wide, it is expected that the cost
and time savings will materialize in short time. However, user errors slow down
the efficiency of the new software and with it the execution of the connected
business processes. Although they have been trained, employees are not able to
use the new technology efficiently. Even though knowledge workers are often
the core of many organizations, enablement of these employees with specific
guidance at their point of need in a manner consistent with kaizen principles
of quality and continuous improvement is frequently poor. In the following
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section, we show how real-time learning based on business process guidance
(BPG) can help employees to get along better with new processes. It is expected
that real-time learning through BPG will grow in importance in the future.
a. More changes: Processes and applications will change even more frequently
in the future, triggering a need for training and support among the employees using them.
b. More collections of applications: Instead of one large system installed and
configured on premise, we will often see a collection of applications provided as a service out of the cloud. This asks for process guidance that works
across applications and that can be configured and equipped with content
by the user organization.
c. Social networks will be used more at work: We will also see more knowledge
sharing and peer support using social network technologies at the workplace. Social BPG will provide users with access to social network communication channels and will help filter and display only messages that are
relevant based on the process and application context of the user.
d. Users will influence provision of content: Statistics from software usage
and user feedback will become an important source for content authors to
provide additional content and improve the existing support content in the
BPG system.
e. BPG will extend beyond the office: Mobile devices will bring process guidance to new areas such as repair and maintenance of machines. First prototypes are built in research projects where information and work instructions
will be displayed with augmented reality techniques on top of live pictures
taken through the built-in camera. Users can call experts that support them
directly, seeing the machine in real time through the camera.
f. BPG is already a good concept supporting the introduction of new processes
and applications and its potential will grow in the future as it enables the
organization.
5. Cloud Business Rule Management (BRM) Services. Business rules are
actionable elements of business policy; they are implicit and explicit business directives that define and describe guidance for taking a business action.
Externalizing policies and rules create a need to manage them as an important
business resource, and BRM has emerged as a structured discipline guiding
business rule definition, categorization, governance, deployment, and use
throughout the business life cycle. BRM is supported and enabled in this
need to manage rules as an important business resource by two technology
types: the business rule engine (BRE) and BRM system (BRMS). A BRE is
core software that executes business rules that have been segregated from
the rest of the application logic, matching a collection of rules (the rule set)
against a set of given conditions to determine which rules apply. A BRMS is a
comprehensive suite built around a BRE that facilitates the creation, registration, classification, verification, deployment, and execution of business rules.
BRMS products constitute a modern incarnation of BRE products. A critical
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distinction between a traditional BRE and a BRMS is that a BRMS incorporates support for seven capabilities: the execution engine (the BRE), repository, integrated development environment rule model simulation, monitoring
and analysis management and administration rule templates. When BRMS or
BRE functionality is provided as a core capability hosted in a cloud, it is called
cloud BRM services. Cloud BRM services are a type of platform as a service
(PaaS).Cloud BRM services can be obtained either as a separate offering or as
a feature of a BPM PaaS. The primary business impact of cloud BRM services
will derive from the business impact of BRM proper; cloud BRM services are
just an alternative delivery vehicle for a concept BRM that can increase quality
decision making when properly understood. Although BRM concepts have
been prevalent in certain industries (for example, financial services) and in
well-documented processes (for example, underwriting), there is no inherent
limit to BRM’s industry and process reach. Therefore, cloud BRM services have
a similar potential reach, with an emphasis on “potential.”
6. Role-Oriented Process Modeling. Traditional BPM and requirement concepts are insufficient for today’s EA, business model, and value-driven
approach to organization operational execution and strategic management,
whereas requirements must support, link, and be decomposed from top objectives down to technology requirements. Consequently, business processes are
architected and designed as a system of activities reflecting and supporting
achievement of an organization’s goals, strategies, and objectives. All of these
can be classified as high-level business requirements. A role-oriented (people
oriented) process modeling approach and discipline is required to create
process-centric organizations as high level requirements must be decomposed,
layered, and used to identify, model, architect, design, implement, and operate
cross-functional process scenarios, each with a defined purpose, value–driven
activity, and measurable outcomes (performance indicators) that relates
directly to the desired business objectives (high-level requirements). All of
these are functional capabilities, which are also requirements.
7. Advanced Case Management. This is at the nexus of BPM and enterprise
content management (ECM) usage scenarios, and involves a mix of collaborative, unstructured, and structured processes. We see in multiple organizations
requirements beyond traditional process modeling; among others, it is about
empowering participants in a process by removing context tunneling and providing better support for exception handling, the ability to control flow and
cross-flow information visibility. Organizations around the world have therefore started to invest in case management. The information model includes
both data and documents, so changes in values, metadata, and life cycle state
can all be used to model the case.
8. BPM Knowledge Worker. Introducing new applications requires employees to become trained and educated for them, often by multi-day presence
trainings in advance. When the software is rolled out organization-wide,
it is expected that the cost and time savings will materialize in short time.
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However, user errors slow down the efficiency of the new software and with
it the execution of the connected business processes. Although they have
been trained, employees are not able to use the new technology efficiently.
Organizations are looking for better ways to provide the needed knowledge to
their employees at the time of need. A new approach is real-time learning, in
which information about the business process is presented to users automatically together with support on using software applications. It is gaining stronger acceptance in the market as a supplement or replacement to traditional
software rollout training.
9. Social Network Analysis for BPM. Social network analysis (SNA) tools
analyze patterns of relationships among people in groups. They are useful
for examining the social structure and interdependencies (or work patterns)
of individuals and organizations. SNA involves collecting data from multiple sources (such as surveys, e-mails, blogs, and other electronic artifacts),
analyzing the data to identify relationships, and mining it for new information
(such as the quality or effectiveness of a relationship). Organizational network
analysis is a form of SNA that examines the information flow among individuals, and it depicts the informal social network, typically of groups working in the same enterprise. Value network analysis examines the deliverables
exchanged among roles, typically groups of people from multiple organizations
who need to work together. SNA scans social media to identify influential
people, associations, or trends in the collective.
10. Evidence-Based BPM. As organizations gain awareness of the latent business
value locked in their back-end systems’ data stores, evidence-based BPM will
become a day-to-day management tool rather than the subject of ad hoc initiatives triggered by punctual process performance issues. This shift will lead
to the emergence of evidence-based process governance frameworks, allowing
managers to effectively set up and steer long-term evidence-based BPM programs that deliver measurable value via continuous process improvement. In
turn, increased evidence-based BPM maturity will spawn the deployment of
real-time and predictive evidence-based BPM methods that will allow process
stakeholders to respond to fine-grained process performance issues as they
arise or even before they arise. In other words, evidence-based BPM methods
will push the boundaries of contemporary business process monitoring practices by extending them with real-time predictive analytics. Evidence-based
BPM will also enable continuous process auditing, whereby compliance violations are detected on a day-to-day basis, in contrast to contemporary postmortem process auditing approaches. Combined, these developments will bring
BPM to the level of modern data-driven marketing approaches. Ultimately,
every business process redesign decision will be made with data, backed by
data, and continuously put into question based on data.
11. Process Variance Modeling. Business process variance should be seen as a
viable way of allowing small differences in the way the core business functions
are performed. It is advisable to introduce variation only in those business
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processes that represent the core-differentiating competencies of the organization. This will allow an enterprise to develop its own practice and deliver
unique value to clients and other stakeholders. For non-core and core-competitive competencies, best practice and industry best practice should suffice.
Business process variance can be modeled in three different ways, depending
on what is expected. If the aim is only to capture slight differences in the
inputs, outputs, controls, and mechanisms of processes, it will be adequate
to create only variances at the process activity or task levels. However, if the
actual steps of the variant processes are different, true process variances can be
used by presenting all the variances together in a single model or document,
or a separate distinct process may even be developed. The modeling approach
taken has a major impact on the management of the business processes and
variances. When certain commonality between the master process and its
variants is important, additional BPM techniques are necessary to maintain
this traceability. This will require a great deal of attention to be given to
establishing and maintaining the traceability links between the variants.
Separate and distinctive processes introduce more process content, but standard BPM is applied because traceability to the master process is unnecessary.
When introducing process variance, caution should be taken and the amount
of variation should be minimized. If the development and modeling are not
sufficiently controlled, the amount of additional and unnecessary content will
quickly become unmanageable. However, if it is done well, it is an excellent
way for organizations to acknowledge and embrace unique value enablers
without losing out on the many benefits of business process modeling and
management.
12. Intelligent BPM (iBPM). Recent evolution towards iBPM strategies and
technology is the inclusion of more sophisticated reporting capabilities within
the BPM environment itself. This is both enabled and in many ways necessitated by the greater flexibility of the architectures introduced with the BPM
suites that provide BPM Phase 2 capabilities. With these environments, the
ability to support non-sequential, goal-driven models is greatly increased,
requiring more feedback (reporting) to enable successful execution of this type
of less deterministic process models. With few exceptions, reporting on process events and business performance was previously done only after a process
had executed, or otherwise within a separate environment disjointed from the
process. This obviously prevented any opportunity to affect the direction or
a process, but was based on a limitation of the management process as well as
system and software architectures. Specifically with regard to BPM, process
models were most commonly defined as proprietary structures, and in many
cases compiled into software. Thus, changes either required bringing down
and recompiling an application or were otherwise limited to discrete points in
the process (such as exceptions and yes/no decision points).
13. Social BPM. This is a concept that describes collaboratively designed and iterated processes. These processes mirror the way work is performed from a doer’s
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perspective and experienced from a receiver’s perspective. Social BPM is a
concept that describes collaboratively designed and iterated processes. These
processes mirror the way that work is performed from a doer’s perspective and
experienced from a receiver’s perspective to harness the power of continuous
learning. Social BPM resides at the intersection of process and collaborative activity. It is supported by BPM and social software that makes process
design more visible and holistic. This includes the ability to support all process
activities, such as collaboration, social networking, collective activities, and
communications, that are a natural part of work to create a holistic process
design that is open to influence and change from a variety of perspectives
(for example, from customers, partners, suppliers, and employees). The value
of social BPM is that it connects structured and unstructured knowledgecentric tasks by understanding the needs of each user (internal and external)
and combines social technologies to achieve the process outcome. As such,
social BPM moves BPM closer to design by doing. In practice, there are two
distinct implementations of social BPM: one for process design and the other
for process iteration. Social BPM design enables a group to collaboratively
work on the design of a process. Social BPM iteration is the act of harnessing
knowledge about how the process is experienced while it is being performed,
and acting on this to change the process to better reflect preferences and shifts
in the user experience. The business practice director will be the driving force
to integrate social BPM techniques into process analysis and design.
14. BPM Certification. The need for skilled and experienced personnel to lead
and participate in BPM activities is clear. The BPM profession requires a
vendor neutral and agnostic Process eXpert and Process Architect certification with cross-disciplines, e.g., Business Process Principles (BPR, Six
Sima, TQM, Lean, etc.), BPMN 2.0, eXtended BPMN, Process Monitoring,
Value-Based Process Modeling, Continuous Improvement Approach, and
Architectural Layer Modeling (Business, Application, and Technology). The
eclectic nature of that skill and, by definition, the individuals who possess
it, is also clear. Given the diversity of skills and experiences needed, would
recruiters be better off looking for someone who is already certified in BPM?
Certification in BPM, as discussed here, refers not only to certification in
methodologies used in BPM (such as Six Sigma or IT Infrastructure Library)
or a vendor-specific tool or methodology. Instead, we are referring to more
generic, broadly scoped training in BPM as a discipline. There is growing
interest in this type of certification, and a number of organizations have
established their own distinct approaches to curricula, exams, assessments,
and certifications for BPM.
15. BPM Methodology or BPM Methodology toolbox. These serve as solution
accelerators and often feature commonly accepted practices for selected
business processes. Process templates are becoming alternatives to traditional applications in certain process domains and industries, particularly
when these process templates are based on an ICE, such as a BPMS. Today,
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there is no unified BPM methodology. Instead, there are discrete methodologies that can be applied depending on the change or improvement being
sought. The BPM methodologies apply across BPI (such as Six Sigma, Lean
thinking, kaizen, Rummler-Brache, and business process re-engineering),
application development (such as scrum, feature-driven development, and
extreme programming), project management as well as implementation
(PRINCE2, PMBOK, etc.), and change/transformation management. A
growing number of BPM vendors provide methodologies that range from
project implementation to broader BPI approaches. Consulting and system
integration vendors are also incorporating BPM methods into their service
delivery methodologies. However, choosing the right agnostic and vendorneutral overachieving approach to methodologies that interconnect with all
of them is required. Business process management methodologies initially
operate with performing and driving business process intelligence (BPI)
projects and rely on expert knowledge from seasoned BPI practitioners to be
effectively used.
16. Information and Process Modeling. Also called anti-pattern information
modeling, is the need to support information models with a more flexible
process execution by avoiding well-known restrictions present in conventional BPM and workflow technology. The trend for information modeling in the market is about the challenge regarding process and information
modeling and how one can produce adequate as-is and to-be process models
that incorporate information models. Anti-pattern information modeling is
often incorrectly understood to be concerned only with data modeling. The
answer to this is not easy and is discussed in the X-BPMN chapter. One of the
biggest challenges is the mistake that most BPM and BPMN concepts do not
consider the process in its full context. A process always has a context; not
considering its context in the purpose and goals perspective of the business
is devastating. It keeps away the context that so many are looking for: the
value perspective. Not considering the context to the business competencies
can have the effect that nobody knows which processes are a part of the core
differentiating competencies and which support the core competitive competencies of the organization. It does not matter how much we analyze the
process itself; it cannot reveal this information. The same goes for services;
whereas we all know that activities (processes) are needed to create services,
most organizations do not know which processes creates what kind of service.
Therefore, their process models do not consider the most vital aspects of the
various value offerings to the consumers of the processes (e.g. employees and/
or customers). Modeling the process without considering its relevant context
results in process models that the executives and many others from the business or even architecture teams cannot use. We see too many BPM programs/
projects within organizations that limit their as-is and to-be process models in
this way. To structure the X-BPMN process groups, we categorize the relevant
process context into layers.
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17. C
 hief Process Officer. We increasingly see in organizations a new top management position emerging, which we call the chief process officer (CPO). The
CPO oversees the BPM-discipline of an organization, which creates significant
value by moving business strategy systematically into people and IT-based
execution at a pace and with certainty. The CPO works as a value scout across
organizational boundaries, building an agility network for the organization. The
need for this development is driven through digitalization in many companies.
The CPO makes sure that IT is used in a way that produces the best business
value. In a time when most technology moves to the cloud, business processes
become a critical asset of an organization. The CPO manages these process
assets using an outcome-driven process management discipline.
18. Sustainability and BPM. The management of organizations has experienced
some interesting trends. The first one is a stronger focus on delivering value
with a more comprehensive definition of it, encompassing not only financial
aspects but also other stakeholder interests that put pressure on building more
sustainable societies. Secondly, process management is a way of improving an
organization’s performance. And the third is the pervasiveness of IT as both a
resource and an enabler. The need for organizations to become more sustainable from an economic, ecological, and social point of view through the management of processes and with a strong IT bend is clear. Therefore, a growing
trend is to codify and guide through specific practices that, by linking strategy
to operations, drive joint improvements in shareholder returns, the ecological
footprint, and social impact, ideally from a life cycle point of view.
19. BPM Requirements Management. Whether for business innovation, transformation, or technology development, requirements management is the
most widely used concept influencing design of anything in any industry.
Consequently, it also influences design of business processes, both functional
and end-to-end scenarios (“Our enterprise is our processes”). As a result, it
impacts how well the organization operates.
		Today, BPM requirements management has become critical for any organization, heavily influencing the quality of its business designs and corporate
results. The significance of the requirement concept to any organization lies in
the fact that it is a key information carrier, interpreter, bridge to, and translator of desired enterprise goals with process and technology realization designs
and performances using decomposition and mapping of high-level requirements into a network of more granular requirements. It applies throughout
all pertinent types of enterprise layers (business, process, application, data,
technology, organization, governance, etc.). In essence, requirements exist
everywhere in any organization within each layer of its architecture and drives
everything an organization does. Requirements are not stand-alone entities.
They relate, decompose, or compose into other types of more granular requirements. Requirements are dynamic. They change, are impacted by changes to
other requirements, or are added as new by business or technology. Requirements must therefore be continuously managed.
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		BPM requirements management requires a standardized terminology, builds
common understanding, and makes available the standardized and integrated
BPM requirement templates, enabling users of the BPM requirements managements body of knowledge to:
a. Identify the relevant objects to which the requirements have a relationship.
b. Decompose the business, application, and technology objects into the
smallest parts that can, should, and need to be modeled, and then compose
the detailed requirements to the objects’ entities before building them
(through mapping, simulation, and scenarios).
c. Visualize requirement relations to the specific object with the requirements
templates/artifacts by using the requirements maps, matrices, and models.
d. Reduce and/or enhance complexity of requirements modeling, requirements engineering, and the use of requirements within architecture when
applying the decomposition and composition standards.
e. Model the relevant requirements through the objects within the enterprise
layers.
f. Add value perspective to requirements management.
g. Provide structured blueprinting and implementation that has specific
phases for incorporating high-level and detailed business, application and
technology requirements.
20. Optimization and Simulation—This enables organizations to experiment with
a process, quickly determine process alternatives, and identify which alternatives are likely to produce the best outcomes under certain conditions. Optimization and simulation tools are useful technologies to, in essence, support
process experimentation. These tools use a more scientific approach to process
design and implementation. Optimization and simulation tools for BPM use an
explicit process model (that is, an imitation of a business process) and enable
the user (that is, the experimenter) to experiment with the process over time.
Optimization and simulation allow the experimenter, perhaps a business process
analyst, to see how the process holds up over time or in response to specific
events. Does it bog down? Does the process break? What might we predict based
on past behavior in production? Are there enough resources to handle all the
calls, loans, claims, and other demands? Should you shift resources, and are
they available? In other words, optimization and simulation allow you to run
the process as if it were running in the real world. However, unlike processes
running in the real world, if the optimized and simulated process breaks, no
one gets hurt. It’s all a simulation and it can be re-optimized and rerun. Using
simulation and optimization tools, the assumptions, constraints, and scenarios of
a process context can be verified with more certainty before the process model
is actually deployed in the real world. Clearly, a prerequisite for performing
business process optimization and simulation is that you must have an explicit
business process model: the “imitation” mentioned in the definition. Business
process modeling is a technique to graphically express how business processes
and associated strategies are interrelated. Process modeling is used to better
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understand and diagnose the business process, as well as the behavior of all
the participating constituents within the process. Whereas process modeling is
generally a static representation of the business process under study, simulation
adds a dynamic component to this model. This technology profile specifically
reflects the use of optimization and simulation tools when applied to designing and improving business processes by using explicit process models. It does
not cover constraint-based optimization and simulation tools that are used for
digital control systems, factory scheduling, transportation route scheduling, and
other operations research and decision management applications that are not
centered on process models.
21. Business Process Modeling as a Service (BaaS). BaaS gives you the opportunity to outsource your complete BPM so you can concentrate on your core
business. The BPM as a service model (BaaS) is a service-oriented solution.
Explained simply, BaaS is the outer shell of infrastructure as a service, BaaS,
and software as a service: for example, combining all BPM services, from
process analysis to real-time enterprise management, to integrated on-demand
services: (1) automation of business processes, (2) process analysis and
modeling with different specifications and scenarios, (3) process automation
and process simulation using IBM BPM standard, (4) BPM and real-time
enterprise management using new intelligence methods based on the BPM
suite and BPM standard, (5) integration of technologies, e.g., RFID, and (6)
integration of mobile devices (e.g., smartphones).
22. Cloud-Enabled BPM (CE-BPM). BPM technologies help manage the work
of a single organization or multiple organizations. Business processes are the
actual work of a single organization or multiple organizations. Business processes
include formally defined activities as well as informal work practices. In addition, business processes may involve human and application activities, and they
may be structured or unstructured. A CE-BPM platform is a platform for managing business processes in a private or public cloud. CE-BPM is often confused
with BPMaa-S and BPMPaaS, which refers to the delivery of BPM technology
functionality as a service by a cloud service provider, whereas CE-BPM refers
to a cloud-enabled BPM technology product. CE-BPMs are typically purchased
by enterprises to run shared business process service centers in a private cloud.
A vendor may use the same technology in its BPMPaaS and its CE-BPM. The
only difference is in the delivery model. BPM PaaS is delivered as a service;
CE-BPM is delivered as a product and then is used to provide a public or private
cloud service by an ESP or an internal IT organization. ESPs use CE-BPM as
the underlying application infrastructure to deliver SaaS and business process
utilities in the public cloud, as well as cloud-enabled outsourcing in community clouds. Providers of bpmPaaS may use their own or a third-party CE-BPM
platform. A CE-BPM exhibits cloud-enabled application platform capabilities
(see Gartner Reference Architecture for Cloud-Enabled Application Platforms).
A CE-BPM must include at least one of the following BPM run-time capabilities:
flow management, rule management, optimization and simulation, or BAM. It may
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optionally include a variety of design-time BPM capabilities, such as business
process modeling and automated business process discovery.
23. Agile Development for BPM. This represents a development methodology that is a highly accelerated, incremental approach aimed at delivering
high-priority, demonstrable business value. Agile development for BPM
combines management disciplines as well as agile software development
methods. The nature of agile BPM means process improvement or physical
process implementation starts before the models are fully complete, avoiding the big design up-front problem, which delays benefits realization. Agile
development for BPM methods is defined in terms of values, principles, and
best practices rather than overly prescriptive plan-driven processes. Lean
and agile practices of collaboration, customer focus, short cycles, and value
delivery are applied to BPM suites (BPMSs) and BPM technologies, as well
as the BPM (the process of process improvement) cycle. Agile BPM builds
on the growing trends of social BPM and business process analysis (BPA) for
the masses, both of which increase user involvement in process discovery,
modeling, and implementation. Agile BPM methods attempt to establish a
high level of collaboration among business process owners, architects, and
the IT organization. They also attempt to flatten the project and organizational structure, often through self-organizing teams. Agile BPM methods
are based on empirical process control, which accepts requirements changes
and validates project direction with short, business-focused delivery cycles.
Use of agile BPM is most necessary in situations requiring frequent process
change, and is particularly important for continuous process improvement
use scenarios.

INDUSTRY ADOPTION
Trend phase: “Initial roll out” to “a wide range of successful initiatives”
Market penetration: Medium–Low
Benefit rating: High

Maturity: Medium
Investment required: Medium–High

Characteristic: Early publicity produces a number of success stories, often accompanied by scores of failures. Some companies take action; many do not. More
instances of how the technology can benefit the enterprise start to crystallize and
become more widely understood. Second- and third-generation products appear
from technology providers. More enterprises fund pilots; conservative companies
remain cautious.
Trends are less than 5 years from mainstream adoption. They require a medium
level of investment and medium risk with the potential to deliver industry competitive advantage.
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Performance impact: Industry leaders adopt, invest, and develop industry practices
to outcompete their peers. Industry practices improve their competitive parity and
standardize core competitive competencies with a focus on the performance model
and service model.
They are called the industry leaders because they outperform their peers with
their advantage of emerging trends.

Industry Adoption of Process Trends
1. A
 utomated Business Process Analysis (BPA). (BPA for the masses) This
provides a simpler modeling approach tailored to business roles rather than
technical roles, enabling BPA tools to become popular among businesspeople.
The resulting benefits will include faster realization of the desired business
performance improvements and better ability to meet time and budget targets,
owing to better process understanding as well as extra insight into process
impacts to avoid unpleasant surprises. Business process analysis for the masses
is a developing trend toward a simpler modeling approach tailored to business
roles, rather than a technical or BPA expert. It is simpler in that it uses familiar
business terms, with attention to business goals and outcomes, and less inclusion of technical terms to support implementations. Because this trend will
enable BPA tools to become popular among business people, Gartner referred
to it as “BPA for the masses.” The traditional BPA tool category has focused on
the need of business architects and analysts to collaborate with others, requiring more robust methods and tooling than many business process modelers care
to deal with. However, BPA for the masses will be targeted directly at business
staff regardless of position or role, to provide them with easy-to-grasp insights
into their own business processes. The goal is to capture the informal shadow
process, concepts, and information often missing in more formal in-process
modeling and user requirements definitions. BPA for the masses tooling allows
for collaboration around communities of interest to develop peer interactions,
knowledge exchanges, and consensus building. Harvesting information from
common formats such as Microsoft’s Excel, Word, PowerPoint (EVP) and Visio
is a key requirement, as is the ability to communicate either with BPA traditional models or with common business formats. We expect BPA for the masses
to be increasingly delivered via thin clients on-premise or the cloud through
SaaS, because this will allow for communities to grow unimpeded. We see
increased use of mobile technology for capturing at the source process-related
information, which allows for BPA where needed.
2. Complex-Event Processing (CEP). CEP is the basis for many pattern-based
strategies, particularly those that require continuous intelligence. When combined with BPM, CEP not only helps detect patterns, it allows an organization
to quickly act on those patterns through executable business processes. CEP is
a style of computing that is implemented by event-driven, continuous intelligence systems. CEP differs from other kinds of computing in that insight is
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derived by combining information from multiple data points (event objects).
A CEP system uses algorithms and rules to process streams of event data that it
receives from one or more sources. It generates new summary-level facts (called
complex events) and puts them in context to identify threat and opportunity
situations. This information is then used to guide the response in sense-andrespond business activities. CEP is event-driven because the computation is
triggered by the receipt of event data. CEP systems run continuously, so they
are available to act as soon as the data arrive. Data is processed immediately
upon arrival. In contrast, time-driven and request-driven IT systems store the
data when it arrives, and processing is triggered later by a clock (in a timedriven system) or by a request from a person or computer program (in a requestdriven system). One can produce complex events in a scheduled computation
(time-driven processing) or in response to an ad hoc user query or method call
(request-driven processing). However, the term “CEP” is generally only applied
to event-driven processing.
  
Here, we focus on general-purpose, reusable event-processing software platforms that are customized at development time to implement CEP applications.
The core of these platforms is a software engine that runs the CEP algorithms and
rules. Commercial event-processing platform products typically include development and administrative tools; other tools to implement graphical business dashboards and alert end users; and adapters for various input event data sources and
output devices.
  
3. Enterprise-wide Metadata Repositories. Metadata is defined as “information that
describes various facets of an information asset to improve its usability throughout its life cycle”. Generally speaking, the more valuable the information asset,
the more critical managing the metadata about it becomes because the contextual definition of metadata provides the understanding that unlocks the value
of the data. Examples of metadata are abstracted levels of information about
the characteristics of an information asset, such as its name, location, perceived
importance, quality, or value to the organization, as well as its relationship to
other information assets. Metadata can be stored as artifacts in metadata repositories in the form of digital data about information assets that the enterprise wants
to manage. Metadata repositories are used to document and manage metadata
(in terms of governance, compliance, security, and collaborative sharing) and
to perform analysis (such as change impact analysis and gap analysis) using the
metadata. Metadata repositories can also be used to publish reusable assets (such
as application and data services) and browse metadata during life cycle activities (design, testing, release management, and so on) in the common sources
of metadata, should meet enterprise-wide metadata management needs. These
include several categories of metadata repositories, such as those used in support of tool suites (tool suite repositories), project-level initiatives and programs
(community-based repositories), and those used to federate and consolidate
metadata from multiple sources (enterprise repositories) to manage metadata in
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a more enterprise-wide fashion. Here, we focus on the state of the repository
markets—because there are now many sub-markets—in terms of this need to
federate and consolidate metadata in an enterprise-wide manner. We are seeing
more and more organizations, even those that already own enterprise repositories, acquiring several other best-of-breed repositories, each focused on different
communities of users in projects and programs involving data warehousing,
master data management, business process modeling and analysis, service-oriented architecture (SOA), and data integration - just to name a few - types of
communities. In each case, these community-focused repositories have shown
benefits in improved quality and productivity through an improved understanding of the artifacts, the impact queries, and the reuse of assets, such as data and
process artifacts, services, and components. This has resulted in the subsetting
of what once was the enterprise repository market into smaller communities of
interest, using solutions that are less expensive and easier to manage. However,
attempting to federate metadata across multiple repositories to provide an
enterprise-wide view of metadata is no simple task, but rather a cornerstone of
advanced process modeling.
  
4. Process Templates. “Process templates” is an overarching term that describes
pre-built business process design, execution, and management artifacts that
accelerate time to solution. They are also known by various names such as
“solution frameworks,” “solution templates,” “solution kits,” “starter kits,”
“process accelerators,” and “process pods.” Process templates should be agnostic
and vendor neutral. Typically, process templates are graphical and are based on
process flows, rules or SOA. The contents vary dramatically among vendors
or providers. Some offer simple visual process models that are useful in jumpstarting discussions about target processes for improvement. Others provide
pre-built detailed process models, technical reference models, candidate service
definitions, technical service libraries, rule sets, user interface templates, simulation scenarios, recommended governance policies, delivery and deployment
guides, and process improvement methodologies. Some vendors sell process
templates as products, whereas others treat them as software assets primarily
intended for use in professional service engagements. Process templates are not
intended to deliver 100% of a solution. Instead, they are meant to be changed
by an implementer. A process template can be extended (that is, the implementer can add capability beyond what was provided by the original assets). It
can also be adjusted or configured to accommodate the unique requirements
of a process. In many cases, process templates are designed to allow business
stakeholders to extend the solution, not just IT personnel.
  
Process templates use models to manipulate one or more aspects of the process.
Some templates are broad (including activities, rules, work flows and user interfaces)
and some are narrow, such as a rule set only. Nevertheless, in the BPM market,
model-driven pre-built solution content is typically referred to as process templates.
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With process templates, the resulting application is driven by the metadata reflected
in the process model. This means that the application’s behavior is determined by
direct manipulation of the explicit process model, rather than through the setting
of parameters or by writing code. Instead of parameters, which restrict application
behavior to predetermined options only, a process orchestration engine reads the
explicit business process model and directly executes it.
  
5. BPM Change Management. The implementation of a BPM change management program demands a whole new way of working in an organization,
and also implies looking differently at your organization. This is something
that many organizations underestimate. Old, existing ways of working and
managing/directing people must be changed. This fact alone begs for a clear
change at the management level, but it also requires change at lower organization levels. This new way of working should be accepted before working
in a process-oriented manner can become successful. When organizations
decide to implement process improvements and/or BPM, they must not only
pay attention to the new possibilities and the factors that stimulate successful implementation; they must also be aware of the restrictions. These
restrictions or barriers are often bound to the organization culture, to the
comfort one obtains from holding a certain position, and to power and status.
Management must deal with these barriers and actively deal with the factors
that stimulate implementation as well. Clear and accurate communication
is important for successful change management. This implies a need to build
integrity and trust, which will have implications for the specific tactics that
will be adopted in implementing the changes required. There are many tactics that can be selected from the tool kit for each area, and the actual tactics
adopted will need to match the particular business, but if you have a framework from which to select, the likely success of your BPM change management project is increased.
  
6. BPM Alignment. BPM alignment focused on reusability and accelerated
automation needs an understanding of what alignment is, how to develop an
alignment competency, and what considerations should be made by organizations to ensure alignment is adequately adopted. Alignment of BPM provides
for the policy or strategy of the organization to drive the alignment of BPM
portfolios, programs, and projects that require the relevant stakeholders (business process owners) to the develop a common understanding of their business
process so that there is a transformation of business process from as-is through
to-be. The to-be business processes that have been aligned can then be used in
enterprise transformation and innovation to enable improved financial measures of performance and replication of the same success across project, portfolio, and programs. The BPM alignment objective is combined with BI MDM,
SOA, and/or the cloud; the strategic value and the effect on the organizational
performance are significant.
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7. B
 usiness Process Outsourcing (BPO). This is likely to yield high benefits to
BPO providers as well as buyers. To gain maximum benefit, a BPO program
should go through a formal close-down. There is no point in arguing lost causes
once irrevocable decisions have been taken. Staff and companies alike need
to accept the new situation and move forward. However, there will be a lot of
information generated during the life of the program, and this will have been
stored with varying degrees of formality by the team members. This information
needs to be formally filed away for future reference. In this light, there are no
simple criteria to conduct an outsourcing versus in-house analysis. The benefits
associated with outsourcing are numerous, and one should consider each project on its individual merits. Ongoing operational costs that may be avoided by
outsourcing are also a consideration. In a nutshell, outsourcing allows organizations to be more efficient, flexible, and effective, while often reducing costs.
  
8. Evidence-Based BPM. As organizations gain awareness of the latent business
value locked in their back-end systems’ data stores, evidence-based BPM will
become a day-to-day management tool rather than the subject of ad hoc initiatives triggered by punctual process performance issues. This shift will lead
to the emergence of evidence-based process governance frameworks, allowing
managers to effectively set up and steer long-term evidence-based BPM programs that deliver measurable value via continuous process improvement. In
turn, increased evidence-based BPM maturity will spawn the deployment of
real-time and predictive evidence-based BPM methods that will allow process
stakeholders to respond to fine-grained process performance issues as they
arise or even before they arise. In other words, evidence-based BPM methods will push the boundaries of contemporary business process monitoring
practices by extending them with real-time predictive analytics. Evidencebased BPM will also enable continuous process auditing, whereby compliance
violations are detected on a day-to-day basis, in contrast to contemporary
postmortem process auditing approaches. Combined, these developments
will bring BPM to the level of modern data-driven marketing approaches.
Ultimately, every business process redesign decision will be made with data,
backed by data, and continuously put into question based on data.
  
9. BPM Governance. Governance in organizations is not a new trend; as a matter of fact, few industries are not demanded to prove compliance in multiple
areas. Governance in terms of monitoring, evaluation, and audits are part of all
organizations, daily tasks. The trend we have seen for years and now with the
advanced abilities of process intelligence, evidence-based process mining, rules
modeling and performance management. BPM governance become a part most
organizations apply. By tackling compliance as well as continuous improvement via BPM governance, the organizations have an agile way to more easily
respond to regulatory change, enable faster decision making, and link it to the
continuous improvement loop.
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10. B
 PM and Enterprise Architecture. BPM and enterprise architecture (EA)
should be an integrated part of the enterprise modeling, engineering, and architecture concepts. There are multiple benefits and different ways to combine the
disciplines to create the needed business transformation and innovation, that
could achieve the quality and longevity for enterprises. The key distinction for
BPM as a discipline is added focus on flexible and dynamic process design and
process orchestration and automation through enabling architecture. In addition to reduced costs through continued improvement and automation, BPM
provides the foundation for converged and agile business and IT responsiveness
and is the key to applying the principles. The success of interlinking BPM with
EA derives from the proper coordination between planning and execution of
the overlapping principles in the approaches. This, in turn, requires a company’s understanding of EA and the process life cycles of the enterprise and the
establishment of appropriate collaboration between EA and BPM governance
approaches to ensure interlinking of the described approaches.
  
Whereas value management, BPM, and EA each have value on their own, we
have described how they are naturally synergetic and work best when used together
for better business performance and value outcomes and strategic alignment of business and IT. When these approaches are used together, performance drivers and
operational excellence and thereby possible improvement areas are provided by the
BPM context that outlines where to change the input–output model and provides
an understanding of where to create the value and how and where to measure performance. Business architecture provides the design principles for solution transformation, and the rest of EA provides the discipline for translating business vision and
strategy into architectural change. Although governance principles can apply the
needed standards and rules, all are required for sustainable continuous improvement,
optimization, and innovation. It is important to realize the value of direct collaboration across the described boundaries. Only when supported by appropriate collaboration and governance processes can BPM and EA roles work effectively together
toward the common goals of the enterprise. The key to business–IT alignment and
what glues it all together is the processes and activities. The notion of having business process optimization and integration of approaches has been around for a long
time. Yet, around the same time that EA and governance became a mainstream
topic in the context of business and IT alignment, the focus in many process optimization communities shifted subtly to BPM to go beyond an optimization approach.
  
11. BPM Case Management. In the past few years, the ECM and BPM markets
have converged into a common use case called case handling, case management, or adaptive case management. The goal of case management is to make
knowledge workers more productive by empowering them with control over
the process outcome; providing them with full visibility and ability to manipulate all process data; and allowing them to collaborate to manage and evolve
to completion each process instance. This trend is an evolution of the document-centric BPM that is motivating vendors to provide a deeper integration
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between ECM and BPM technology. Vendors are incorporating collaboration
technology for knowledge workers to manage the data and outcome of each
process instance. The result is that BPM products are becoming more flexible,
are better integrated with ECM technology, and provide better collaboration
environments for knowledge workers.

STANDARD ADOPTION
Trend phase: “A wide range of successful initiatives” to “Cannot be successful without”
Market penetration: High
Benefit rating: Low–Medium

Maturity: High
Investment required: Low

Characteristic: Mainstream adoption starts to take off. Criteria for assessing provider viability are more clearly defined and become a standard of whom to apply it
to. The technology’s broad market applicability and relevance are clearly paying off.
Trends are widely mainstream adopted and deliver out-of-the-box functionality.
Performance Impact: Wide adoption and years of experience have become standard or best practice. Organizations adopt to best practices to improve and standardize the non-core competencies with focus on the cost model and operating model.
Organizations such as these are referred to as followers, and take advantage of best
practices that are non-core to their business while gaining full advantage of trends
with low risk and cost.

STANDARDS ADOPTION OF PROCESS TRENDS
1. B
 PM and Operating Model. Is an abstract representation of how an organization operates across resource, process, organization, and technology domains to
accomplish its functions. This includes decision as to how a company wants to
operate with regard to standardizing and integrating processes across various organizational domains (e.g. business units, geographies, product lines, franchises).
It facilitates discussions as to how a company wants to pursue its business model.
The purpose of an operating model is to categorize the organization into groups of
how it operates, to increase understanding and suggest opportunities for improvement. In the context of BPM, an operating model can be used in various ways:
a. A BPM operating model refers to both the level of integration and standardization of the BPM concepts, the BPM team, a shared facility, and
how it operates in enabling process innovation and transformation for the
organization.
b. The BPM Center of Excellence (COE) acts both as the initiation point and
the organization’s custodian to the point of accountability of its processes,
tasked with ensuring sustainability, maturity, governance, alignment, as well
as the measurements and reporting that makes BPM successful.
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c. B
 PM portfolio management also needs to consider the organizational
operating model as well as the level of process standardization and integration across the BPM portfolio.
d. For BPM alignment management, it is essential to define the level of process standardization and integration for any alignment initiative.
e. The BPM teams develop process templates that need to be integrated and
standardized across various operating components.
2. Business Rule Management (BRM). BRM guides business rule definitions,
categorizations, governance, deployments, and use throughout the business life
cycle. When combined with other BPMTs, BRMs simplify process change and
accelerate process agility. Two level-setting definitions are required before discussing BRMs: (1) Business rules: implicit and explicit business directives that
define and describe guidance for taking a business action (a decision, constraint,
option, or mandate—for example, if an applicant wants more than $1 million
in insurance coverage and he has high blood pressure, he will be charged at a
higher rate). (2) BRM: a structured discipline guiding business rule definition,
categorization, governance, deployment, and use throughout the business life
cycle. BRM is defined as a comprehensive business rule offering that facilitates
the creation, registration, classification, verification, deployment, and execution of business rules in the support of BRM. A BRM is the next-generation
evolution of the more-mature technological foundation known as a business
rule engine (BRE). A critical distinction between a traditional BRE (execution engine only) and a BRM is that the latter is much more than an execution
engine and development environment. A BRM goes well beyond a BRE and
broadens the historical technology ecosystem to incorporate rich support for
seven key component areas: execution engine, repository, integrated development environment rule model simulation, monitoring and analysis management and administration, and rule template.
3. BPM Center of Excellence (BPM CoE). A BPM CoE represents an internal
consultancy and promoter of BPM, including training and awareness, and offers
a “one-stop shop” that provides services to multiple BPM projects, programs,
and initiatives. The BPM CoE implements, chooses, and supports the guidelines, standards, and tools, and offers services that enable the enterprise to
progress with and adopt BPM. A well-planned process improvement strategy
includes a BPM CoE model that best fits an organization’s needs as it starts up
or grows its BPM program. A BPM CoE is essential for BPM to become institutionalized within an organization. The BPM CoE acts as an internal consultancy and promoter for BPM, including training and awareness, and offers a
“one-stop shop” that provides services to multiple BPM projects, programs, and
initiatives. The BPM CoE implements, chooses, and supports the guidelines,
standards, and tools, and offers services that enable the enterprise to progress
with and adopt BPM. A well-planned process improvement strategy includes a
BPM CoE model that best fits an organization’s needs as it starts up or grows its
BPM program. A BPM CoE guides process improvement projects by applying
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standards and proven techniques to ensure that they deliver business value
and can be leveraged for future efforts supporting business agility. It delivers a
standard methodology (or methodology toolbox where multiple approaches are
required), repository, and best practices for engaging in process redesign and
transformation activities. These may cover the disciplines of modeling, realtime measurement, and content management rules. The center offers multidisciplined senior process improvement staff who support work ranging from
consulting on small projects to turnkey program management for large and
complex transformation efforts.
  
The implementation models for a BPM CoE will vary. The BPM CoE can be
centralized or federated, and may report into the business, IT, or a blended relationship. Business process directors who understand the necessary capabilities to guide
the enterprise’s BPM efforts and what capabilities already exist in the organization
may choose to incorporate the needed components into existing competency centers or governance groups to achieve the same outcomes. The BPM CoE is not just
for large enterprises; midsized and small organizations can have a fully functional
BPM CoE. The requirement is not staffing, but functionality. One person can manage this function and establish a BPM program. Some organizations use alternative
naming for the BPM CoE: for example, “business process CoC” or “process and
service improvement group.”
  
4. BPM Roles. To succeed with any business process initiative today, it is crucial
to understand the BPM roles, features of a role, motivation, measurements, and
challenges faced in identifying and using business process-centric roles today.
Clarity shed regarding the BPM roles will provide accountability. The concept
of “role” is separate and distinct from the persons or things that access the rights
of and perform its responsibilities. Given the rights granted in a business context
and supported by the skills and knowledge needed to exercise those rights, a role
can be treated and managed as a conceptual thing of significance in the design
of enterprises and organizations. Therefore, a standard way of thinking, working, modeling, and governing is applied to exploration of the nature of roles to
create a standardized and repeatable method for identifying, characterizing, and
documenting roles and then this approach is applied to finding and describing the
roles needed within the BPM COE.
  
5. BPM Life Cycle. The organizational requirements of implementing a usable and
effective BPM life cycle in any organization is a demanding task in itself; even
more difficult is the need to structure the life cycle in a way that fully and in a
detailed and explicit manner revolves around accomplishing not only processrelated goals, but more importantly, business objectives, goals, and strategy. In
a nutshell, processes are essentially a sequenced flow of steps and activities that
have been specifically designed to achieve a defined business objective and
eventually allow for the fulfillment of a strategy on behalf of the organization.
Thus, processes act as a chain reaction of actions that are indirectly responsible
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for fulfilling the strategy of an organization; and ultimately, that is the goal. Most
BPM and process life cycles focus almost exclusively on process-oriented solutions and goals and more or less circle around technical problems and other
non–business related challenges. That is where many organizations go about it
the wrong way. As mentioned earlier, processes are but a tool to fulfill the goals
of the business. With that in mind, it is important to maintain a strong focus
on business objectives and goals when designing the structure and the steps
involved with the BPM life cycle. Process goals have to serve the needs of the
business, and designing a tight collaboration between process objectives and
goals and business objectives and goals is of the utmost importance.
  
6. Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN). BPMN is a standard for business process modeling that provides a graphical notation for specifying business
processes in a Business Process Diagram, based on a flowcharting technique
similar to activity diagrams from a unified modeling language. The objective
of BPMN is to support BPM for both technical users and business users by
providing a notation that is intuitive to business users, yet able to represent
complex process semantics. The BPMN specification also provides mapping
between the graphics of the notation and the underlying constructs of execution languages, particularly business process execution language. The primary
goal of BPMN is to provide a standard notation readily understandable by all
business stakeholders. These include the business analysts who create and refine
the processes, the technical developers responsible for implementing them, and
the business managers who monitor and manage them. Consequently, BPMN
serves as a common language bridging the communication gap that frequently
occurs between business process design and implementation. Currently there
are several competing standards for business process modeling languages used
by modeling tools and processes. Widespread adoption of the BPMN will help
unify the expression of basic business process concepts (e.g., public and private
processes, choreographies), as well as advanced process concepts (e.g., exception handling, transaction compensation). BPM initiative developed BPMN,
which has been maintained by the OMG.
  
7. BPM Continuous Improvement. Organizations continue to invest massive
amounts of money and time in improving their business processes. Why?
Because of the imperative to optimize their business operations for their
markets, even as their markets shift with changing customer expectations
and the accelerating drumbeat of competition. The pull away from structured
processes to more ad hoc and exception management, with a higher degree
of process flexibility, as well as the need to support mobile solutions, are the
core drivers of the current BPM landscape10. BPM is charging toward a market
opportunity of 6.6 billion USD and will be the basis of the next generation of
packaged apps. This BPM landscape report lays out the path to the future state
and describes the impact of this shifting landscape on business, customers, and
partners.
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8. B
 usiness Monitoring or Business Activity Monitoring (BAM)—This
describes the processes and technologies that provide real-time situation
awareness, as well as access to and analysis of critical business performance
indicators, based on event-driven sources of data. BAM is used to improve
the speed and effectiveness of business operations by keeping track of what
is happening now and raising awareness of issues as soon as they can be
detected. BAM describes the processes and technologies that provide realtime situation awareness, as well as access to and analysis of critical business
performance indicators, based on event-driven sources of data. BAM is used
to improve the speed and effectiveness of business operations by keeping track
of what is happening now and raising awareness of issues as soon as they can
be detected. BAM applications may emit alerts about a business opportunity
or problem, drive a dashboard with metrics or status, make use of predictive
and historical information, display an event log, and offer drill-down features.
Events from a BAM system may trigger another application or service, communicated via a messaging system. The processing logic of a BAM system may
use query, simple-stream or CEP.
9. Process Development. Process deployment is where the organization
launches, implements, executes, deploys, activates, completes, concludes
and transitions the processes to execution (go live). The process release and
deployment management in the BPM life cycle aims to plan, schedule, and
control the movement of releases to test in live environments. The primary
goal of release management and deployment management is to ensure that
the integrity of the live environment is protected and that the correct components are released on time and without errors.
10. Process Design and Build. Business process design is the concept by which
an organization understands and defines and design the business activities that
enable it to function. Process design is concerned with designing the processes
of a business to ensure that they are optimized and effective, meet customer
requirements and demands, and support and sustain organizational development and growth. A well-designed process will improve efficiency, deliver
greater productivity, and create more business value. The most common
initiatives behind business process design projects are:
a. Customer and supply chain management
b. Operational performance improvement
c. Business process integration, standardization, and automation
d. Cost reduction
e. Creating new business opportunities
  
Business process design typically occurs as an early, critical phase in BPM projects rather than as an end in itself.
  
11. Process Analysis. Process analysis is a standard practice in the market that
helps managers improve the performance of their business activities. The
ultimate goal when organizations model business processes is to describe what
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the business does in a hierarchy of detail from a high level down to the level
where processes of the business become visible. In this content process analysis is a step-by-step breakdown of all the relevant process aspects, including
the inputs, outputs, and the BPM COE operations that take place during the
phase. It can be a milestone in continuous improvement. The process analysis
approach consists of the following steps: (1) definition of the scope and the
objectives of the study, (2) documentation of the status quo and definition of
performance measures, (3) assessment and performance evaluation, and (4)
development of recommendations.

CONCLUSION
In this chapter we have focused on the current and developing process trends.
We have given a perspective on emerging trends, industry trends, and mega
trends and have detailed and explained the trends for organizations to be able
to learn from others to see what new trends are emerging and what others do
successfully. Our recommendation is clear: Executives and process practitioners
should make adoption decisions based on the ability to learn from others. Our
experience has shown that it has a much higher benefit–risk ratio and performance curve.
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